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TOWN manager Graham Alexander
was left to rue the decision to send
off ‘keeper Scott Davies as his side
suffered their heaviest Football
League defeat to date at the hands of
Burton Albion.

Town were on course for at least
a point before referee Gary Sutton
dismissed Davies for an alleged
foul on Jacques Maghoma and
subsequently awarded Albion a
penalty from which they broke the
deadlock.

But Alexander felt that the cor-
rect course of action had not been
taken and explained his decision to
focus his side’s attention on going
forward following Burton’s opener.

“I think the ref got it wrong. I
don’t think we defended it how we
should have up to that point, but the
lad dived – simple as,” he said.

“It’s a double blow when the
‘keeper gets sent off and then they
score the penalty. We thought the
game had 0-0 written all over it – it
was routine and we weren’t pulling

up any trees.
“It was a bit of a stalemate and

then that was the turning point in
the game.

“We’re going to get games when
we haven’t got that spark and the
football isn’t flowing but as long as
we’re competitive and organised
then we’ll go through the season
picking up results. But when some-
thing like that happens to you, then
there is nothing you can do.

“We opened up a little bit, espe-
cially after the second. Losing 2-0
or 3-0, it doesn’t really matter – you
lose, so you might as well go for it
and fight for at least a point.

“We want to be competitive in
every game. Even when we’re down
to 10 men we want to try and create
chances.

“To be fair, going forward I
thought we did OK after that. We
actually created some opportuni-
ties but obviously they hit us on the
counter-attack.”

“You make a 50/50 decision,” he

added. “Do you stay compact and
strong, lose 2-0 and accept that, or
do you go out and try and do some-
thing about it?

“For me there is only one way
– you’ve got to still try and rescue
something from the game. You’ve
got to take a risk but it didn’t work
today. On another day it might and
hopefully on another day we won’t
get a decision that takes us down to
ten men.”

The Town boss was determined to
focus on the positives from the game
and praised his side for their never-
say-die attitude.

“There were players out there
who put a lot in. I’ve just spoken
to the lads in the changing room
– I’m not going to rant and rave at
them and question them, because
I thought the effort was there for
everyone to see.

“We weren’t firing on all cylin-
ders in the first half but we looked
comfortable, then the whole game
changes on one decision. It’s dif-

ficult but I don’t think the lads gave
up. I think they kept going to the
end which is majorly important for
me. I’ve just said that to them.

“I don’t want to see any player on
the pitch with a Fleetwood top on
giving up, even if it’s 4-0 or 6-0 or
whatever. You’ve got to keep going
right to the end to show what sort of
personality and character you have,
and that’s what they did.

“The lads know that the down-
fall was a bit to do with ourselves
as well because we should have
defended it better. The lads played it
professionally – we’ve gone over it
and what can you do?

“We lick our wounds, we take
what’s coming to us over the
weekend, but we stay strong as a
group. We go into work on Monday
morning, we analyse the game and
then we concentrate on the game
next week.

“When we win games we analyse
and go forward, when we lose games
we do exactly the same thing, so I

expect all the lads to be raring to
go – training hard, fighting for their
place in the team and showing what
they can do next week.”

Town face another long trip at
the weekend, this time to Aldershot
Town, but Alexander will be looking
to continue his team’s good run of
results away from home and admits
he will be glad of the midweek rest
ahead of the journey.

“We need that full week,” he said.
“We’ll look after the lads and we’ll
do the hard work on the training
pitch as well because there are
still things we need to improve on
both going forward and defending;
I’m not going to blame it all on one
thing.

“But that will be an on-going
thing no matter what the result is
on Saturday.

“We will be doing that week in,
week out. This doesn’t change our
focus on what we want to achieve
this season and we will just carry on
going forward.”

Fleetwood Town 0
Burton Albion 4

GOALKEEPER Scott Davies was sent off
as Fleetwood Town suffered their heaviest
Football League defeat to date at the hands of
Burton Albion.

The red card, dispatched 11 minutes into
the second-half, ultimately changed the game
for Town as they had been on course to secure
at least a point up until Davies’ departure.

The unlucky ‘keeper will now sit out the
next game and will be left to wonder what
might have been after his run of 88 consecu-
tive Fleetwood starts came to an end.

The decision itself was deemed dubious as
replays appeared to show little, if any, contact
when Davies dived at the feet of Jacques
Maghoma as the Albion winger bore down on
goal.

He promptly fell to the ground – rather
theatrically, it must be said – leaving referee
Gary Sutton with little option but to send Dav-
ies off and award the visitors a penalty.

Maghoma stepped up to break the deadlock
and it was all downhill from there for Graham
Alexander’s men, as goals from Billy Kee and
Calvin Zola sandwiched Maghoma’s second
of the game to condemn his side to their first
defeat in five.

Town also missed the chance to move into
the top three and allowed Burton to do so
instead, slipping into eighth as a result.

Alexander was forced into two changes
to the side which left Torquay United with
all three points on Tuesday, as both Ryan
Crowther and Junior Brown withdrew with
concussion and a hamstring problem respec-
tively, Barry Nicholson and Kieron Charnock
drafted in to replace them.

The latter was making his first Football
League start for Town and, alongside the
nominated Man of the Match Rob Atkinson,
actually put in a solid and hard-working

display in defence.
Frailties emerged after Dean Howell, oper-

ating in left midfield, was sacrificed in place of
debutant ‘keeper David Lucas, and a defensive
re-shuffle left a gaping hole down the right-
hand side of Town’s back line.

It was understandable for Alexander to
focus every effort into going forward, and in
truth Town never gave up as Anthony Barry
and Jamille Matt entered the fray in place of
Jamie McGuire and Nicholson respectively.

But Maghoma, hungry after notching his
11th of the season from the penalty spot, was
now presented with plenty of space down
Burton’s left flank and he naturally took full
advantage.

It was Damien McCrory who earned the
plaudits for Albion’s second 15 minutes from

time, however, as he won possession and
evaded a challenge to drift into a central
position and set up Kee, who smashed home a
powerful strike from the edge of the area.

And the Brewers went 3-0 up 11 minutes
later as substitute Calvin Zola picked out
Maghoma in acres of space, the tricky winger
demonstrating his speed and precision as he
outsmarted the oncoming Atkinson and slot-
ted calmly past Lucas.

The rout was sealed in injury time as
the two Albion team-mates swapped roles,
Maghoma making a carbon copy of his run
down the left but this time enticing Lucas off
his line and passing across to Zola, who had
the simple task of tapping the ball into an
empty net.

It was a thoroughly unwarranted scoreline

for Fleetwood, particularly after a first half
played out at an even tempo with both sides
testing each ‘keeper but maintaining a strong
defence.

The Brewers had come out of the blocks in
the second half, with Maghoma in particu-
lar stepping up a gear, and looked the more
threatening side as Town failed to immedi-
ately match their change of pace.

Only two minutes before his dismissal, Dav-
ies had made a spectacular double save from
Kee and MacDonald after a right-sided low
pass into the area from Maghoma.

But until that point, it was the hosts who
had generally controlled the game and kept
possession for long periods, although they
were certainly missing the width provided by
Crowther and Brown.

Fleetwood’s best chance to break the dead-
lock came seven minutes before the interval,
as an inswinging McLaughlin cross, which
only required a tap-in, evaded the lurking
Howell and strayed behind for a corner.

The resulting Nicholson set-piece ended
with Atkinson guiding the ball inches over
with his head, following a knock-on header
from Paul McKenna.

Three shots from McGuire, a blocked How-
ell free-kick and a Nicholson header panned
out the first 45 minutes of play as Fleetwood
could not make the most of their chances.

Jean-Michel Fontaine, making his home de-
but for Town, initially appeared slow and was
often beaten to the ball by Burton’s defenders.

The French striker improved as the game
progressed, however, and began to impress
with some sharp ball-keeping skills towards
the end of the first half.

As Burton went wild after Davies’ dismiss-
al, Fleetwood continued to threaten as Ball
had several blocked shots, Barry fired wide
from 22 yards and Matt came inches away
from getting on the end of a pacey McLaugh-
lin cross following good work by Fontaine.

The damage had been done, however, and
Town were left to rue a single costly decision.
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Town concede four after
keeper Davies sees red
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Referee got it wrong over sending-off claims manager Alexander

Fleetwood’s David Ball lunges for the ball over Burton’s Robbie Weir


